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Besides a promising and stimulating scientific programme, the city of Belgrade is one of the oldest cities in Europe remains a colourful, lively and culturally rich location that is very worthy of a visit!

We are looking forward to welcoming you in Belgrade.
The abstracts should fit into the major congress themes:
Developing clinical practice
Advancing the care of the critically
Innovative roles
Applying technology
Quality assurance and service improvements
Informing practice through research
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Belgrade “Nikola Tesla” Airport has an ideal location related to other surrounding airports, as it is at the crossroads of major air routs in Europe. It is very easy to reach the City from the airport by: JAT Airways buses, public transportation and taxi (average taxi fare from the airport to the City is around 10 Euro)
Belgrade is situated at the place where the Sava joins the Danube.
One thing is for sure

IT'S NEVER BORING in Belgrade!
SEE YOU IN BELGRADE 2013